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hstraet. A two-way two-dimensional alternating finite automaton (TW2-AFA) is a two- 
dimensional alternating finite automaton whose input head can move right and down (or may 
not move), but cannot move left or up. Let 2-do:a denote a two-dimensional deterministic on-line 
tesselation acceptor. In this paper, we show that 2-dota’s are equivalent to TW2-AFA’s through 
1809rotation. 
ctio 
Recently [ 51, two-dimensional alternating finite automata (2-A ‘s) were intro- 
duced as a generalization of two-dimensional nondeterministic finite automata 
(20NA’s) and as ir mechanism to model parallel computation. Several investigations 
of these automata have been continued in subsequent papers [2, 6, 71. 
A deterministic two-dimensional on-line tessellation acceptor (2-dota) [3] has 
been known so far as a real-time mode of rectangular array bounded cellular 
automaton. The main purpose of this paper is to give a characterization of 2-dota’s. 
To do so, we first introduce a two-way two-dimensional alternating finit 
-AFA), which is a restricted version of a 2- 
can only move rig 
Appaiclltly, there seems to be no relations 
but Section 3 shows that 2-dota’s are equivalent o 
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Ol a tape XE (*I, we let l,(x) be t e number of rows of x an 
number of coPurn of x. If ISi+ 
symbol in x with coordinates (i, j). 
Mi, j), (i’, .t)l, 
where 1 G is i’s l,(x) an SjSj’+(x),ast 
the following: 
i + 1 and 12(z) = j’ -j =+ 
r [lckSZ,(z), lsr 
two-dimensional alternating finite automats ed in [S], where it 
was defined as a two-dimensional site its storage space 
bounded to zero for usage. 
automaton as a generaliz -dimensional nondeterministic 
tomaton [ 1,33. 
A too-dimensional a ati~~~~ite automaton (ZAFA) is a six-tuple 
where 
is a finite set of states, 
is the 
is said to be existential. As shown in Fig. 1, the machine 
ith boundary symbols #. Of :ourse, has 
consists of reading one symbol 
ed direction and entering 
f the input head falls o 
ove. 
a 2- 2,s) is an element of 
‘s are e 
m,n: arbitrary positive 
integer I read-only input tape 
I finite control I 
Fig. 1. Two-dimensional alternating finite automaton. 
to be a universal (existential, accepting) configuration if q is a universal (existential, 
accepting) state. The initial co@guration of on input x is 
Mx) = (4 (1, 0, YO). 
A configuration represents an instantaneous description of at some point in 
a computation. 
= (Q, qo, U, a), we write c k-M c’ and say that c’ is a 
guration c’ fol from configuration c in one step of 
according to the transition rules 6. The relation F M is not necessarily single-valued, 
since S is not. A compu on x is a sequence 
Cob~Ct FM* l ’ )-MC” (nsl). 
A computation tree of is a finite, nonempty la eled tree with the properties: 
(1) each node w of the tree is la 
(2) if v is an internal node (a no and 
{cIl(?r)~M~)={c,,..=,ck}, 
then T has exactly k chil 
or any configuration c of 
A. Ito, K. Inoue, I. Takana 
ose leaves are all labele with accepting configura say 
atxqfs x if there is an 1~ (x)-ac pting computation tree of ut x. 
e former is a 2- 
dimensional finite automaton, respectively. 
For the reader’s convenience, we next recall the efinition of a three-way 2-A 
A three-way two-dime alternatingfinite automaton (T 
=N?,qch u,W2) 
x(ru(#}))x( x (left,rigbt,down,no move)). 
at is, a TFOAF4 is a 2-AFA w ose input head can move left, right, or down, 
but not up. 
We now introduce a two-way 2-AF , which is a TIC&AFA further forbidden to 
move left. 
A two- way two-dimensional lternating finite automaton (TW2-AFA) 
qO, U, F, C, 6) such that 
x (2 u { #})) x (Q x { right,down,no move}). 
That is, a T FA is a 2-AFA whose input head can move right and down, but 
not up or left. 
efine 
Lq2-3 A]=(TI ) for some 2-AFA), 
= VI -j-Z ) for some TKLAFA), 
= { ) for some 1 . 
are 





the neighborhood of (i,j)-cell 
Fig. 2. Two-dimensional on-he tessellation acceptor, 
First, at time t = 0, each cell in maintains the “quiescent state”. At time t = 1, 
the (1, l)-cell enters an active-state (which was called a stable-state in [33) corre- 
sponding to the characteristic of x[( 1, l), (1, l)]. Generally, at time B = k (k 2 I), 
each (i, j)-cell such that (i - 1) + (j - 1) = k - 1 enters an active-state (corresponding 
to the characteristic of x[( 1, l), (i, j)]) which depends on the active-states memorized 
in two cells, the (i - 1, j)-cell and the (i, j - I)-cell, and on the symbol x(i, j). (Until 
time t=k, each (j, j)-cell such that (i-l)+(j-l)=k-1 kee the quiescent state 
and at time t = k, it enters an active-state for the first time.) accepts the tape x 
if and only if the active-state which the (Z,(X), Z*( x))-cell enters for the first time is 
one of the specified states. For example, when a 4 x 5 tape x is presented to a 2-ota 
acts as follows (see Fig. 3): at time t = k (16 k G 8), all cells denote 
enter their respective active-states imultaneously for the first t 
example, the (3,3)-cell ente 
the characteristic of x[( 1, l), (3,3)] w 
in two cells, the (2,3)-cell and the (3,2)-cell, an 
is one of the specified states. 
cc r (2- ) is a 7-t 
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(l,l)-cell 
(3,3)-cell (4,5)-cell 
Fig. 3. Action of Zeta on 4x 5 tape. 
E2 is the set of al1 2-tuples of integers, 
Z is a finite set of inptdt syratbols (# @ C is the b~lcpldary s mM), 
6: 3x(h(#})+2K’ w ((qo)} (where K’ = K - {q=, go}) is the cell state 
transition function, 
qe E K is the motive state, 
go E K is the quiescent state, and 
F C_ K - {qe, go} is a set of final states. 
corresponds to the state set of any one of the finite-state machines in the array. 
Each element (i, j) in E2 can be visualized as the name of the machine situated at 
the lattice point in two-dimensional space indicated by the 2-tuple (i, j) and will 
be referred to as the (i, $-cell. 
Let qlu,( t) be the state of the (i, j)-cell at time t. Then 
q(ot(t+ 1) E st9(i_j)( ?), 9(i-l_j)( ?), 9(&j-*)( ?I, a) 
where a is the symbol on the (i, j)-cell. 
he cell state transition function S prescribes tate transitions of cells in E2. 
inistic if the image under 6 of each element in K3 x (2 v {#}) is a 
on and we denote it by “2-dota”. 
itively, we can think that each cell in E2 changes its state according to the 
states of cells in its neig 
an element (i, j)-cell in is the set of the (i, j)-cell, (i - 1, j)-ce 
the motivation to begin to read an 
e, go) is called the active-state. 6 has the property 
on x is a two-dimension 
the following two conditions: 
(i) for each i (1~ is 2), l,(z) = ii(x); 
(ii) z(l,1)~~(q,,~~,~~,x(1,1)) and for each (i,j) (f(l,l)j, (l~i=zI,(z),l~ 
jsl,(z)), z(i, j)ES(qO,z(i--1, j),z(i, j-l)&, j)) where ~(0, j)==z(i,O)==qO. 
It will be easy to see that if a two-dimensional tap 
(1) at time t (t a l), all cells in E* that read the sy 
the symbol x( 1, l), that is, all (i, j)-cells such that (i - 1) 
their active-states for the first 
(2) it is decided just at time x) - 1 whether the tape x is accepted by 
T(M), that is, the set of all two-dimensional tapes accepted by the 
E*, C v { #}, S, qe, qo, F) is defined as 
= (x E Z(*) 1 there is a run z of on x such that z( I,( z), !*(z)) E F}. 
In the next section, we show that .JZ[ RTW2-AFA] E Z[Zdota]. For this purpose, 
we must extend t e concept of “run” of 2-dota to “k-run”, w re k is any positive 
integer. In the c of k-run (see Fig. 4), each cell of 2-dota changes its state k 
times by repetitive applications of the tra~s~t~~n fu ction S to its own previous state 
and the final kth states of its left and upper neighbors. 
it io For any integer k 2 1, the k-run of 2-dota 
C v{#}, 6, qe, q;, F) on XE Z(*’ l 1s a two-dimensional tape zk = z’k9k’ 
Fig. 4. Action CC 2-dota on 4 x 5 tape in the case of 3mn. 
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(qe, qo} with li(zk) = ii(x) (i = 1,2) which is recu 
for each 2 = 0, 1,2, . . . , k, each z( 4k’ is also a two- 
(i) ~(‘*~)(l, 1) = qe; 
, 1) = 6(z’1-‘*k’(l, I), 
(ii) and for eat (i, j) (#(I, 1)), 
z(hk)(<j) = a(z(‘-‘*k’(i,j), Z(k 
, j) = z(k*k’( C, 0) = qo. 
z1 is the so-called ran z of 
={xELE’2’lfo 
={TIT= Tk( 
We can imagine the n of a 2-dota as follows: 
(1) at time t (tal), ells in E2 at distance 1 - 1 from the symbol x( 1, 11, 
at is, all (i, j&cells such that (i- l)+(j- 1) = I- 1 chnge their states and 
(2) it is d ed just at time (I&x) + l*(x) - 1) X k whether or not the tape x is 
accepted by 
From the definition, it is clear that .3’[2=dota( l)] = Z[Zdota]. Below, we will 
show that even for k 2 2,3’[2-dota( k)] = 3’[2-dota]. 
3’[ 2-dota( k)] = S[ 2-dota]. 
Let T E 9[2-dota( k)], and 
rom 
C v ( #}, S’, qe , q. , F’) as follows: 
E2, C u { #}, 6, q,, qo, F) be a 2-dota 
we construct a 2-dota ‘=(K’, E2, 
(2) F’={[p1, 
(3) (i) for e 
90, a) and for each i 2 2, Si = S(si_l,qo, 40, Q); 
(ii) for each a E 2 and for each [p,, p2,. . . , pk] E ( e9 !?oD”, 
for each i a 2, 
similarly. 
. For any two-dimensional ta 
x=411 . . . Qln . . . . . . . . 
a,1 . . . a mn3 
180” rotation xR’ of x is 
Q mn l -* Qml 
. . 
. . . . . . . 
tzlrr . . . all- 
Furthermore, for any set T of two-dimensional tapes, let TR’ = (~“‘1 x CE T}, and for 
any class 2 of sets of two-dimensionat apes, let SK = { TR’ 1 T E 6p). 
The main purpose of this section is to show that .9[2-dsta] = Y[ 
order to make our proofs clear and accurate, we introduce a 
hwue, t Takmami 





iven x E z’*’ 






guess i&, ii2 E C u {#} in this order; 
do 0, Q in parallel (by universally bran&in:& 
@ mover up one cell; 
RUN(&) if?‘) 
Q ove left one cell; 
(a^*, 22) 
e 
ine (0) at position (& 
osition (i+ 1, j) or (i, j+ 1). 
n act(Z( i, j)), it 
2(i, l)==S( o,2(i--l, l),x(i, l))==a( 
From this and (a), it folio 
act(z^( i, j)) unless there are both act 
implies that there exists an act(z^(i, j)) only if z(i, j) satisfies the ~~~~~wi~g~ 
z^(i,j)=6(qo,z(i-1, j),z(i, j-l),x(i, j))=z(i, j). 
From this and (b) and (c) above, the proposition holds for 2 s i =G m, 2 sj s n. 
fo (continwd). Consid 
is, there exists an act( z^(m, n)) for some 
ho 
bY 
e case when x is accepted by ‘, that 
ro~os~tion 3.1, it 
implies that x is also accepted 
hus, we can conclude that 
] c JZ[2-dota]. 
nerality, we assume 
enters an acce ng state only when it r 
#, and 
) (1=1,2,...,s*l) will 
e rewriting rule of each t 
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FA can accept 
is in S[Zdota] [3 
construct a TW2-AFA (even a 2-AF ) accepting TI. 
r inclusions is shown in [6]- Let T2 = 
3i(l~i~m)[x(i,m)=x(m,i)=l & 
] that T2 e JZ[Zdota”]. So, Ty L 
asily seen that Ty is in .Z[TRZ-AFA”). 
From these factq the other side of the proper inclusions also holds. 0 
. ( 1) Z’[Zdota”] s 9[2-AFA’] and (2) S[Zdota”] is incomparable wi 
.l, part (1) of the corollary follows 
et described in proof of Corollary 3.1. As mentioned there, 
A’] (E .ZZ[2-NA”]). Conversely, 
3i(2s is m) [the row of x is 
[S] that T# 912 “1 (so, T3 c 
d, it is easily seen that T3 E .Z[Zdota”]. From this 
it follows that part (2) of the corollary holds. 
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